ADAPTIVE TRAINING SYSTEMS

For more than 20 years we have listened and responded to customer requests. The result is our "Adaptive" products. Training which you can use off-the-shelf to train today and "ADAPT" as your training needs change.

About Our Group

We are not just a firm, but consider ourselves as an extension of our client companies. "Our Community", a resource to be used to solve training problems and help achieve goals. We achieve success the old-fashioned way, by hard work, quality services and client trust.

Client Driven

All the products and services we have are the result of client participation, funding and guidance. In this way you can be assured all our products & services have been used, revised and improved from field experience, not conjecture.

Our Mission

Provide training products and services which are easy to use, practical and at the lowest price in the industry. To listen and respond to our client needs and concerns.
A TRAINING SYSTEM THAT YOU ADAPT TO YOUR TRAINING NEEDS

WWW.ADAPTIVETRAININGSYSTEMS.COM
WE WORK FOR YOU....

We strive to help you reduce injuries, save lives and improve your bottom line with training products you can afford. These products were produced in partnership with clients. That’s how we keep the quality high and our prices less than half that of other content providers.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS

• THE INTERACTIVE CLASSROOM.
• HOSTED ONLINE TRAINING.
• USB TRAINER - BROWSER BASED.
• CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT.
• TRAINING TEMPLATES - WEB OR CLASSROOM.

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Interactive Classroom: Using software and hardware, Microsoft PowerPoint becomes interactive. A presenter can ask questions, and audience members can respond using hand-held devices (purchased separately) which is reported real time to the trainer. Pricing based on Title selection.

WEB BASED SOLUTIONS

A easy to use Hosted Learning Management system that allows you to build, import, assemble, repurpose, deliver and track training content, all in one system delivered online 24/7– Anytime...Anywhere. The Hosted System is branded to your firm and configured with over 130+ HSE training course modules for the base price of $998.00 per month. (1-500 employees with unlimited training) NO PER SESSION CHARGES!

Now, we have added the PAY-AS-YOU-GO service for online training for small firms. Train employees on all the courses with a 365 day enrollment period for $99.95 each! NO PER SESSION CHARGES!

SafetyPoints “USB Trainer”

A single USB with more than 130+ courses for classroom or individual trainees. No Software (so...no IT issues) to Install or Technical Skills Needed-Browser Based with Full Narration. Trainee Handouts, Testing for Group or Single Trainee, Trainer’s Guide and more. [Limited Editing] $999.00-Less than $8 per course.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS: Video and eLearning....From script to screen. (Quoted)

WE’VE WORKED WITH A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE. HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
Adams Recourses | Chevron | Yokogawa | Owens Corning | Reed Hydralog | Cat Tech | bp Pipelines | NOV | Packers Plus & 100s more...